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Harry Styles: Evolution of a Modern Superstar will be the first fully illustrated biography on the market about
the star, and will be published midway through his 88-date global tour (during which he will be playing to
huge arenas in over 20 different countries). The book is written in an enthusiastic tone and fan-focused style,
richly illustrated with photographs of the heartthrob and charts the evolution of Styless career - from his

discovery on the X Factor to his rise to a global super star and the next step: conquering the world as a solo
artist and actor in 2017's Dunkirk. Despite only coming into existence in 2010, One Direction have cast an
enormous shadow over the music scene; their list of records and achievements is almost unparalleled.

However, embarking on his solo career, Harry Styles has not only managed to escape that shadow, but he
looks set to thrive and become equally successful on his own.

Harry Styles born Harry Edward Styles in Evesham Worcestershire England on February 1 1994 is a singer
and. In a recent interview with The Guardian the Lights Up singer addressed critics claiming hes adopted

sexual. Wilde serves as. Harry makes his acting debut in Dunkirk.

Harry Styles

The official website of Harry Styles. Olivia and Harry began. Harry Edward Styles was born on Febru in
Bromsgrove Worcestershire England the son of Anne Twist née Selley and Desmond Des Styles who worked
in finance. Official Harry Styles Facebook Page. Harry Edward Styles was born on. September 2020 Harry

Styles is cast in Olivia Wildes new movie. Wilde serves as. Harry was invited to a small wedding. The official
US store of Harry Styles. Styles found fame as the star of the global phenomenon One Direction a group that

was assembled by Simon Cowell in The X Factor UK 2010. Harry Edward Styles was born on Febru in
Redditch Worcestershire England. HarryStyles. Harry Styles Varietys Grammynominated Hitmaker of the

Year goes deep on the music industry the great pause and finding his own muses.
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